Determination of disease stages and control of changes in blood and plasma during kidney injury (KJ) cure can be done using nuclear (proton) magnetic resonance (NMR) parameters dependences from physical-chemical parameters of blood changes. NMR spectroscopy allows the monitoring of molecular recognition processes in solution. For realization of this approach the low field NMR relaxometer was elaborated. Measurements of relaxation parameters were performed. Dependences of relaxation times Т2А from urea and serum creatinine were received.
hours as AKIN stage I, whereas patients receiving renal replacement therapy are included in AKIN stage 3. Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), especially MR-tomography has become a familiar term in medical community. This is due to the advance and powerfulness of NMR-methods. But there exists some hesitations to examine by this method high risk patients (e.g. under sedation or anaestesia, stroke etc.), because powerful magnet fields affects the general state of patients.
Contemporary diagnosis is oriented on the non-invasive and nondestructive forms. Medical ordinary clinics need cheap devices for early identification and determination of disease stages and control of their cure stages and changes in blood physchemical parameters during kidney disease cure.
It can be done using nuclear (proton) magnetic resonance (NMR) parameters dependences from physicalchemical characteristics of blood changes. NMR spectroscopy allows the monitoring of molecular recognition processes in solution. Nowadays, a plethora of NMR methods are available to deduce the key features of the interactions in tissues and blood components [3] . To realize such approach the suitable device is to be elaborated and corresponding NMR relations between NMR-spectroscopic parameters and blood characteristics must be revealed.
We constructed and proposed portable low field NMR-relaxometer, presented at Figure 1 . Its power supply is autonomous-from accumulator or grid. Control and data processing is performed by Notebook. Portable magnetic system is constructed from NdFeB alloys with magnetic field B 0 = 0.242 Tl. Inhomogeneity of B 1 < 2% in 75% of its coil volume. Coefficient of sensitivity is Previously at resonance frequency ν 0 = 100 MHz using NMR spectrometer Tesla-BS 100 we obtained NMRspectra of blood plasma in the frequency range ν = 99 -100 MHz, presented at Figure 2 .
In the range of chemical shifts δ 1 = ν 1 /ν 0 ≈ −1 -2.5 ррm (in the right side of spectra) was observed a series of peaks with common intensity 38.5% (integral intensity of the whole spectra is 100%), corresponding to -СНО, -СН 2 and -СН 3 groups of albumen molecules. At δ 2 = ν 2 /ν 0 ≈ 4 -6 ррm appear series of highly resolved peaks (with common intensity 47.2%), corresponding to water molecules at different states in blood plasma. Line widths ∆δ of albumen peaks are ∆δ ≈ 2 -5 Hz. For water peak sit is ∆δ ≈ 1 Hz. Calculations of corresponding spin-spin relaxation times from the line widths were made using equation:
( ) ( ) Figure 2 we from Equation (1) obtain Т 2 ≈ 300 -400 ms relaxation times of blood plasma. For albumen they are expected to be Т 2B ≈ 30 -40 mс with protons population Р 2B ≈ 14%. Really, from relaxation measurements using Carr-Purcell-Meiboom-Gill-method [6] it was established, that in plasma relaxation times Т 2А and Т 2В (see Table 1 ), values are near to calculated from spectra.
First column designate No. of patient, year of birth, before or after hemodialysis (HD), the second and third columns-measured T 2A and T 2B , fourth column-Р 2A,B , fifth and sixth columns-changes of relaxation times.
Values of Urea (mоl. weight = 60 а.u.) and serum Creatinine (m.w. = 113 а.u.), one the important parameters of kidney decease were measured in standard biochemical laboratory of Kazan State Medical Academy using LAHEMA set and Popper method. Obtained NMR-parameters dependences of corrected Т 2А /Alb for albumen weight are presented at Figure 3 and Figure 4 .
Reserved dependences can be approximated with 95% confidence interval by relations: Standard deviation for urea and creatinine are 2.2 and 0.16 (±7.3% and ±14.6%). Obtained results can be explained on the base of increase of substances with middle molecular weight (acting as endotoxines) at pathology, leading to decrease of Т 2А .
At Figure 5 presented dependence of Т 2А from age t (years) of healthy men, which with the error 20 MS (~10%) can be approximated by linear equation:
So, age must be considered at Urea and Creatinine determination. It should be also mentioned, that respiratory diseases (tonsillitis, grippe and headache) increase relaxation times on 15% -30% from their average values, for Received results show, that NMR-relaxation method can be used for express-analysis of chronic kidney disease parameters before and after hemodialysis and characterizing different stages of AKI.
